Financial Manager (f/m/d)

Your Tasks:

- **Shape the future:** Take over the financial management (product calculation, budgeting, reporting, liquidity monitoring) and act as a sparring partner for our top management in the ongoing prioritisation of our activities
- **Take responsibility:** You will be responsible for the development of our business plans and the organisation of financing rounds and will prepare investor pitches
- **Participate in decision-making:** As a business partner of our sales department, you will monitor the profitability of our customer contracts and optimize central processes and procedures (cost monitoring and reduction, scaling options)
- **Experience hands-on mentality:** Participate in operative processes, e.g. in accounting, and communicate with important stakeholders such as our investors, tax consultants and lawyers

Your Profile:

- **Education:** You have a degree in economics, ideally with a commercial focus or comparable qualification
- **Experience:** You have already gained experience in the commercial sector, e.g. in the organisation of financing rounds, preferably in a start-up
- **Know-How:** You use digital tools such as MS Office as a daily tool and are at best familiar with the requirements of medical products
- **Languages:** Fluent written and spoken German and English
- **Personality and way of working:** You are open-minded, interested in working on something new and valuable, constantly question the status quo and want to help us to move forward through your commitment

**Immersive instead of Invasive**

We are looking for motivated employees for our Start-Up CUREosity based in Düsseldorf. Be part of a unique cooperation of scientists, physicians, therapists and game designers. Together we develop a completely new motion therapy system based on VR technology with the goal to help people with neurological and psychological impairments.

**What we offer:**

- Be part of our start-up, contribute something meaningful and revolutionize the traditional rehabilitation with us
- You can grow with us. Enjoy freedom and leave a sustainable footprint in our company
- Receive personal appreciation and a fair salary

Grow with us right from the start and join CUREosity by applying at jobs@cureosity.de!